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134 ■ Up to 960 hours of recording - you can choose from 2 hours
(SP), 6 hours (EP) and L12/L18/L24/24/78/72/120/168/240/480/
960 in a standard T-120 tape

■ Higt-resolution and higt-density recording
Higt-resolution recording system provides horizontal
resolution of more than 300 lines even in the color mode
Higt-density recording function makes it possible to record
adout three times as much information in the same period as
in conventional timelapse modes.

■ Real-time audio recording in 2H, 6H, L18 and L24
■ Up to 8 programs can be set for daily,weekly,or weekday

timer-recording and on up to 16 specific days throughout the
year—such as holidays

■ Time/date generator with memory backup
■ Alarm recording function
■ Sensor recording
■ Dates and times of up to 8 alarm inputs or 4 power losses

(failures) can be displayed on-screen
■ Tape position search functions automatically search the start

of an alarm recording or search for a recording made at a
specified dete and time

■ Recording with external activation signal
■ Series recording
■ Noiseless still, field advance and reverse play
■ Camera switching function
■ Optional RS-232C interface

40-day Timelapse Video Recorder

SR-9080U

2H 2 - 0.02 - Possible           33.35

6H - 6 - 0.02 Possible           11.12

L12 14 - 0.12 - Possible             4.76

L18 - 18 - 0.05 Possible             3.71

L24 26 - 0.22 - Possible 2.57

24H - 30 - 0.08 -                   -

48H 50 54 0.40 0.14 -                   -

72H 74 78 0.59 0.21 -                   -

120H 122 126 0.98 0.37 -                   -

168H 170 174 1.36 0.46 -                   -

240H 242 246 1.94 0.66 -                   -

480H 482 486 3.86 1.30 -                   -

960H 962 966 7.70 2.58 -                   -
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